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DREAM LOG
colossal yacht.

sailing through towering waves
synchronised to the rhythm of instruments.

water pouring.
fears of water arise.

i am with a community of love ♡.

transportation device.
a journey to a liminal realm, two figures required as a key.

hugging from behind.

our arms and hands interlock, forming an infinity sign. bound
together we ascend inside a tornado coloured

strawberry milk-pink.

arrival.
private and peaceful.
silence reigns.

distractions vanish completely.
here, honesty flows freely, devoid of fear or hesitation.

*non human figure appears*
a violet aura.

transparent

pointed limbs
head like a candle flame

feminine.

the presence malicious & disruptive
motivated to derail the flow of interaction

its character similarly embodied the serpent to adam and
eve.

exerting its control onto me.
felt i was in a state of submission

how to think
how to act
how to be

told to behave the polar opposite of my core being.

and i HATED it! it was super pretty tho!





Hey, do you want to come into my tent?

It's pink !

There’s heaps of room for all the freaks to 
drink

Its where my heart belongs
It beats pink
So know that it’s special when you enter
I hope you dont stink!

It’s where my friends are
They come and go
Sometimes I miss them when their return is 
slow

Their hearts beat inside here too
So you know eventually they’ll come back for 
you

Our tent breathes
It's made of six
Six bodies
Six hotties
& six bags of tricks

If you want some peanuts
We’ve got heaps
Usually they’re for the dolls and small 
freaks

If you want to see the show
Stay a bit longer
The tent entertains
To those with honour
Stay longer!
Stay longer!
See the show!

I really don’t want you to go

Tent. MC











Peanut Party for the Chickens in Tonga - Meleseini Faleafa

7/07/2023 -

A recollection of newer memories don’t account, or even come close to
how someone experiences being back in the homeland after seventeen
years. I’m still processing, and finding myself enjoying the comfort
of processing experiences. I had just arrived back to Auckland
yesterday, and have realised I have left a small part of me with
Tonga, not Tonga as in the land mass, but more so the idea of it.

27/09/2023 -

I suppose this is important to touch base on, as this is the only
thing I had in mind since then. I cannot fathom a life, where I am not
living or enduring the peace that being back home gives me. Cirque Du
Killing part ll; For Peanuts, I suppose is a reminder of why such
experiences like being back home are important, or being in a state as
such, we forget our inherent nature as evolving beings, can often
meander for far too long, that we forget the present tense. The nature
of this show, and my recents experiences, share the same language of
reimagination, savouring lost endorphins, and a craving for happiness
while being in a state of being that is always constantly
transcending. The show must always come to an end, and time always
goes by fast when you're having fun.

4/10/2023 -

I am forgetting Tonga. The smell of it, the faces and its food. I’ve
made tiny peanut sculptures so far for our show, and funny enough the
idea initially accumulated from a memory I had while I had been in
Tonga back on my uncle's pumpkin farm. We had fed our peanut shells,
or the rotten peanuts to the chickens and hens, I also didn’t know
that peanut shells were edible. We would eat the peanut whole, with
the shell. Miraculously, my uncle is a pro at deshelling peanuts in
his mouth, then he spits out the shell, and consumes the rest of the
peanut. Now that's a peanut party for them chickens.







I've always been small and 
maybe full of doubt. 

Cause i don't really feel 
small. My calves are 

chunky, my steps are loud. 

I am one of those 
unnoticeable quakes. 2.5.

Regal maybe, dainty never. 
A little tea pot. 

It was never something i took 
note off, until everyone else 

did. 

An arm rest for a monstrously 
vile tall stranger at a 

concert.

I got to dreaming about going 
through a rolling press,skin 
on the cold metal. getting 
stretched and flat. Skinny. 
Beautiful. Perfect. Maybe 

yoga will be the fix instead.

Little boy shirts hug the 
maturity out of this body; A 
child, a mouse, my dog, a 

baby figurine. reflections of 
myself. 

Neck hurts from looking up. 
to connect. 

Automatically I am below you. 
A rat. A girl.a clover in the 

grass. 

i am small . DB
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